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Welcome to Intermediate
Introduction

This guide explores how Reading Street builds student knowledge
with literature and informational text that develops vocabulary,
understanding, and most importantly, a love of reading.

In the intermediate grades, you will teach students to make
connections between everything they are learning in the daily reading
and writing block. You will use the visuals in the program to develop
content knowledge and build oral language that support fluency and
comprehension with the weekly conceptually-related text set.
Get started by looking at the first day of instruction in Week 4.
Take a Walk
Down Reading
Street!

Day 1

The Day at a Glance feature in the Teacher’s Edition highlights the
content of the instruction for the day. Below the lessons for the day,
you will see the materials you will need to teach that day’s lessons.
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You can begin your school day or reading language arts block using
the Content Knowledge lesson. The weekly concept is noted under
Content Knowledge. In the above example, it is Weather Patterns.
As you engage students in Concept Talk, discuss the Question of the
Week. This discussion will help students make connections between
the selections they are reading and the Unit concept. You will create
a concept map that visually displays these connections to refer to
throughout the week.
Build Oral Vocabulary that helps students answer the Question of the
Week by introducing Amazing Words. You will read the Teacher Read
Aloud and have students listen for the words. Then, using the Robust
Vocabulary Routine, students will engage in a process of learning and
using the Amazing Words.

Next, you will teach the skills students need to read and comprehend
a variety of texts. This begins with the Text-Based Comprehension
lesson. On Day 1, you will introduce the target comprehension skill
for the week with a short text found in the student edition. Students
can refer to the Envision It! Handbook in their student edition for a
visual that describes the skill or strategy. Guide practice with the skill
by asking students questions that encourage them to read for and cite
evidence in the text. Students can Apply their learning in the Reader’s
and Writer’s Notebook.
Continue your instruction with Language Arts lessons. The Selection
Vocabulary includes a routine to introduce the week’s tested vocabulary.
The Research and Inquiry lesson teaches students to connect steps
of the research process to 21st century skills in a weekly inquiry
project. On Day 1, students identify and focus their topic related to the
Question of the Week.
Continue to develop language skills with the Conventions lesson, which
introduces a grammar skill each week. Use the Grammar Transparency
to explain, model, and reinforce the grammar skill in context. Daily
Fix-Its encourage ongoing practice with grammar skills.
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The Writing mini-lesson on Day 1 is Read Like a Writer. You will
introduce the writing prompt and mode of writing that students will
work on that week. Students examine a mentor text for the key
features of the author’s writing. Check out the tips from the Write Guy,
Jeff Anderson, to support students’ application of skills in their writing.
Encourage fluent writing with the Quick Write for Fluency Routine
where students talk, write, and share.
Lastly, do not forget to Wrap Up Your Day! Here you will ask students
what they learned about the Question of the Week and have students
use the Amazing Words they learned in context sentences. Suggestions
for homework are also provided. Finally, share with students what they
will learn on Day 2.

Day 2

Day 2 begins the same as Day 1 with the Content Knowledge lesson.
Revisit the Question of the Week and continue to build oral vocabulary.
On Day 2, you will introduce a few more Amazing Words by referring
to yesterday’s Read Aloud text and images. Add new learning to the
concept map you started yesterday.
Students continue to develop Foundational Skills in the Word Analysis
section. Students learn Latin roots and use roots to determine the
meaning of words. Students participate in the Strategy for Meaningful
Word Parts Routine to help them solve the word’s meaning.
Next, develop Academic Vocabulary in the section, Literary Terms. To
develop knowledge of literary terms, teach students about the term,
model thinking about the skill in context, guide practice, and then have
students work on their own to find other examples.
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In the Selection Vocabulary Skill lesson, students are introduced to
the Selection Vocabulary by reading a text. Students then use the
weekly skill and strategy to understand the words. This week’s skill
is using word structure to determine the meanings of English words
with roots from other languages. Students determine the meaning
of the Selection Vocabulary through teacher modeling and guided
practice. Finally, additional practice is available in the Reader’s and
Writer’s Notebook.
On Day 2, you will introduce the main selection in the Text-Based
Comprehension lesson. Introduce the genre of the text, and give
students an opportunity to preview and predict what the story will
be about. Set a purpose for reading and connect to the Question of
the Week. Reinforce the use of the comprehension strategy with the
Strategy Response Log suggestion in the margin of the lesson. Be sure
to refer to the Reader and Task Suggestions chart. It provides you with
techniques for mediating text complexity so all of the students in your
class can access the main selection.

Today you will read the main selection for the first time. Use the Read
for Understanding Routine for reading the selection multiple times.
During the first read, you can use the Access Text notes in the arrow
at the top of the page to help students clarify understanding of the
text at a literal level. These questions ask students to apply the weekly
target skills and reinforce selection vocabulary.
Follow the green arrows on the right page to indicate when to keep
reading, and watch for the red stop sign indicating when you are
done reading.
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To wrap up the main selection, students check for understanding by
reviewing predictions they made earlier. Based on the text, they either
adjust their predictions or make new predictions.
Next, you will begin the second day of Research and Inquiry. On Day
2, you will teach students step two in the research process, which
requires students to navigate and search. Teach students how to
navigate and search information and apply it to the topic they are
working on that week. Model the skill, provide guided practice, and
finally, have students work on their own to gather relevant information
on their questions.
Language Arts instruction continues with the Conventions lesson that
reinforces the weekly grammar skill. In Spelling, students review the
week’s pattern and have additional practice with the words.
During the Writing lesson on Day 2, you will remind students of the
prompt and mode of writing. You will teach students about a writing
trait that they can apply to their writing in response to the prompt.
Students practice the skill in the Reader’s and Writer’s Notebook. In the
mini-lesson, students are provided with a graphic organizer to organize
their thoughts. Use the Quick Write for Fluency to have students
practice the writing craft skill with a partner.

Wrap Up Your Day! by reviewing the content from today’s reading and
check for comprehension from the selection. Preview what you will learn
on Day 3 when you read more about a photographer who tracks storms.

Day 3

Begin Day 3 by expanding the concept and refocusing your students’
attention on the Question of the Week through a whole-class
discussion. Continue to build oral language by talking about words and
sentences from the Read Aloud.
Introduce new Amazing Words using the Robust Vocabulary Routine.
Add new ideas to the concept map by asking students questions and
having them think about the things they have been learning about.
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Next, students will continue with the main selection in the Text-Based
Comprehension lesson. If you chose to read the main selection in
two parts, then use questions to check for understanding from the
first part of the text. As you continue reading, use the Access Text
and Close Reading notes to finish the text. If you followed the Read
for Understanding Routine, you will return to the beginning and
reread the entire text focusing on the Second Read: Close Reading
notes. These questions help students read the text at an inferential
level— analyzing, evaluating, and synthesizing the text to gain
deeper meaning. Follow the arrow at the bottom of the pages for
instruction. Choose the questions that best support your students in
understanding the text.

After finishing the main selection, students answer questions about
the text written on the Think Critically page in the student edition. The
Look Back and Write question asks students to go back into the text to
find evidence in order to answer the question. Use the scoring rubric
to get a comprehension score. Use the Plan to Assess Retelling to have
a group of students retell the selection to you each week. Students
can use the retelling strip in the student edition or the Retelling
Cards for the main selection. You will use the scoring rubric to gather
information about their comprehension development.

The Fluency lesson on Day 3 teaches students an accuracy or expression
skill. Use the Reread for Fluency Routine so students can practice.
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In the Research and Inquiry lesson on Day 3, you will teach students
step three in the research process, which is analyzing information.
Students analyze their findings from Day 2 and decide whether
to change the focus on their original inquiry question or collect
additional information.
In the Conventions lesson, students review what they learned this
week and also connect their learning to oral language.
On Day 3 of Spelling, students work on the week’s spelling pattern
with a focus on frequently misspelled words.
Today’s Writing lesson focuses on writer’s craft. Use the Writing
Transparency to model the craft in a writing sample. Students practice
using the craft in response to the prompt they have been drafting this
week. Students can also use the Drafting Tips to guide themselves.

Wrap up Day 3 by checking for content knowledge and text-based
comprehension from the main selection. Preview Day 4 by telling
students what they will learn and read about tomorrow.

Day 4

You will begin Day 4 with the Reinforce the Concept lesson and
focusing students’ attention on the Questions of the Week. By
rereading key sentences from the Read Aloud, students will build their
oral language and content knowledge through Team Talk. Teach the
remaining Amazing Words for the week and add new learning to the
concept map.
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During Read and Comprehend on Day 4, you will apply comprehension
skills and the concept for the week to science or social studies. The
Genre lesson helps students focus on the features of text while reading
the paired selection. The Access Text notes apply the weekly target
skills and genre study. Students read closely to connect the paired
selection to the main selection and weekly concept.

Students will continue to develop their fluency, vocabulary, and media
literacy skills. The Day 4 Fluency lesson uses the Fluency Activity as
an assessment tool. In the vocabulary section, the teacher continues
to teach the weekly skill and provide examples and practice. In Media
Literacy, students learn about a type of media and develop their
listening and speaking skills.

In the Research and Inquiry lesson, students learn how to synthesize
information in step four of the research process. They will evaluate the
information they gathered during research and write a report about
the results.
During the Day 4 Writing mini-lesson, students learn a revising
strategy. You will model the strategy using the Writing Transparency
and provide students with tips for revising. Students engage in peer
conferencing to revise each other’s weekly writing assignments.
Wrap up Day 4 by reviewing the skills and content taught today, and
preview Day 5 by reminding students what they learned today and
how they will apply it in Day 5.
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Day 5

Begin Day 5 by reviewing the concept you have been studying that
week by looking back at the reading selections to find examples that
best demonstrate the concept.

Review the Amazing Words and concept map you have created
throughout the week to answer the Question of the Week. You can use
the example of the completed concept map shown on Day 5 in your
Teacher’s Edition to help you create the concept map used for Days 1–4.
On Day 5 you will connect what students learned throughout the week
to create Amazing Ideas. Students work with a partner to discuss how
the Question of the Week connects to the question for the unit, using
the concept map to form Amazing Ideas. Prompt students to share
their amazing ideas with the class. Finally, have students write about
their Amazing Idea.
You will also check Oral Vocabulary. This is your opportunity to assess
students’ understanding of the Amazing Words you taught that week.
During Text-Based Comprehension, you will review the skill from
the week and have them revisit text to practice it. Next, review the
Vocabulary Skill and Word Analysis and provide additional guidance
and practice of the skills and words. Review Literary Terms by
rereading parts of the main selection to look for examples of the
term. You also have the opportunity to assess the skills you have been
progress monitoring that week.
Students learn to communicate in step five of the research process
during Research and Inquiry. They share findings from their research
with the class to practice communication skills.
There is a final lesson to review the conventions skill. An optional
assessment can be found in the Let’s Practice It! section of the Teacher
Resource DVD.
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Today’s Writing mini-lesson teaches how to proofread using a sample
on the Writing Transparency. Display the Proofreading Tips for
students. Students present a final draft of their writing for that week
and evaluate their work using the Writing Self-Evaluation Guide.
Finally, Wrap Up Your Week by reviewing the concept students learned
in the different texts they read. Students engage in Team Talk to
discuss their Amazing Ideas and use them to answer the Question
of the Week. Also, preview next week’s concept and Question of the
week. If appropriate, you can also use the English language learners’
(ELLs’) poster and selection summary from the ELL handbook to
prepare students for the next week on Reading Street.

Small Group
Time

Small group instruction on Reading Street links to the daily core
lessons and reinforces the important aspects of the Common Core
State Standards.

You will follow three steps to connect teacher-led small groups,
practice, and independent reading.
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The Small Group lesson plan provides instruction for three levels: on
level, strategic intervention, and advanced. You will use a two-step
lesson plan. First, Build Word Knowledge, and then Read to practice
text-based comprehension.

During Build Word Knowledge you will practice Amazing Words,
selection vocabulary, and words that practice conventions.
During the Read part of the small group, students reread the
main selection or read a text from Reading Street Sleuth. On-level
readers provide practice with applying the weekly target skills and
vocabulary while extending students’ understanding of the weekly
concept. Strategic intervention readers review and practice weekly
target skills with greater teacher scaffolding. Advanced readers
extend their knowledge of weekly target skills and concepts with the
option of above grade-level readers. Advanced readers also have the
opportunity to investigate topics related to the weekly concepts with
an Inquiry project. The ELL and ELD readers provide learners with
picture cues, labels, and background on the weekly concept.

Throughout the small group time section there are tips to support ELL
instruction. Many of these routines are found in the ELL Handbook.
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The Reading Street Sleuth provides weekly, short, high-interest
selections written at a level that stretches students beyond their
grade-level text complexity band as defined by the Common Core
State Standards. Students read like detectives by gathering evidence,
making a case, and asking questions. All students read the same
selection, and the lesson plans scaffold and mediate the text for
different levels.
You can use the Independent Stations for students to practice the
skills from the previous week while you are teaching small groups. The
starred stations provide a recommendation of activities to use if time is
limited.

Independent Reading suggestions help you guide your students to select
appropriately complex texts to read on their own. Book talk activities
provide you with discussion starters, comprehension questions, and
partner activities that students can take part in during independent
reading. You can find more information about the importance of book
talks and how to manage them in Common Core 101.
Tailor instruction of the weekly concept, target skills, and vocabulary to
your students’ needs and your time frame. Use the Small Group Time:
Access for All pages in your Teacher’s Edition to support you as you
plan for teaching small groups.

Review

This guide explained how Reading Street builds student knowledge
with literature and informational text that develops vocabulary,
understanding, and most importantly, a love of reading.
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